Structural elucidation of in vivo metabolites of phencynonate and its analogue thiencynonate in rats by HPLC-ESI-MSn.
The structural elucidation of the metabolites of phencynonate and its analogue thiencynonate in rats was performed by liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS(n)) in positive ion mode, by comparing their changes in molecular masses (DeltaM), retention times and spectral patterns with those of the parent drug. Phencynonate and thiencynonate were easily biotransformed in vivo by the pathways of N-demethylated, oxidative, hydroxylated and methoxylated to form seventeen metabolites that retained the some features of the two parent molecules. These metabolites included ten phencynonate metabolites (N-demethyphencynonate monoxide, N-demethyhydroxy phencynonate, phencynonate monoxide, hydroxyphencynonate, phencynonate dioxide, methoxyphencynonate, dihydroxyphencynonate, dihydroxyphencynonate, hydroxymethoxy phencynonate, trihydroxyphencynonate) and seven thiencynonate metabolites (N-demethy thiencynonate, N-demethythiencynonate monoxide, N-demethyhydroxythiencynonate, thiencynonate monoxide, hydroxythiencynonate, hydroxythiencynonate monoxide, dihydroxy thiencynonate). The described method has wide applicability to rapidly screen and provide structural information of these metabolites. The identifications of precise structures of these metabolites need to be confirmed by other techniques such as the (1)H and (13)C NMR.